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A MESSAGE FROM THE
MCINTYRE’S

John & Bev,
Andrew & Jenna McIntyre

It is with great pleasure that we once again welcome you to 
our annual sale. This year will see the 7th Annual “Chateau 
Limousin”  Sale conducted on property at Londrigan, Victoria.

With a bumpy start to 2020, thankfully much of the country 
received a much needed Autumn break, giving not only 
confidence but genuine positivity throughout the whole beef 
industry with the added bonus of stock becoming a highly 
sort after 
commodity.

Throughout the year we have some great results from not 
only our own cattle but clients who have just excelled in the 
saleyards as traditional vealers but some excellent feedback 
on MSA grids both as heavy domestic and export bodies 
showing how truly versatile our bulls can be.

This year we are pleased to be offering an even mix of 2 year 
old’s and 18 month old Sire with both apricot or black coats 
for your selection. Featuring a strong representation of 
domestic Sire line truly bred for our climate and conditions

As we have for for in the past the sale will be again conducted 
via open cry auction with video running during the sale and 
bulls on display for inspection before and during the sale. 
Pre sale inspections are welcome by appointment by 
contact us.

We look forward to seeing you on sale day to ensure to find 
the correct bull for your needs.



TEAM

John & Beverley McIntyre

Andrew & Jenna, Alana (3), Olivia (7 wks) McIntyre



INSPECTIONS:
Inspections from 10am sale day, unless otherwise
arranged.
AUCTION START TIME:
Auction will commence at 1:00pm
PRE REGISTRATION:
Available via www.raywhitegtsm.com.au
Fill out your details and submit form. Your bid card
will be waitng for you at the office on sale day.
NOTE: Online registrations close 24hrs before sale
REGISTRATION:
Registration required on Sale Day at Ray White
GTSM Office as a Buyers number system will be in 
operation, therefore all prospective purchasers will 
be required to register prior to the commencement of 
the sale. 
**All sale lots are sold exclusive of GST**
SALE/VIDEO AUCTION:
The live auction on will be held in conjunction with
video footage playing on each lot. All sale bulls will
be on display on the day. Further information,
photos & video footage of all sale lots will be
available via www.chateaulimousins.com &
www.facebook.com/chateaulimousins.
PHONE BIDDING:
Phone bidding can be arranged prior to sale day by
contacting Agents.

SALE INFORMATION &
SCHEDULE

Monday 15th March 2021



SALE INFORMATION &
SCHEDULE

Monday 15th March 2021

OUTSIDE AGENTS REBATES:
A 2% rebate is offered to outside agents who
introduce their client in writing to the vendor by
Friday 12th March 2021 via email
ivestock.gtsm.nsw@raywhite.com & settle within 7
days.

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
Payment required on the day or settled with agent
within 7 days.
Bulls will be available for delivery on Sale day 
after 4pm.
Payment available sale day by Cash, Cheque &
EFTPOS

ACCOMMODATION IN WANGARATTA:
Quality Hotel - Wangaratta Gateway (03) 5721 8399
Golden Chain - Wangaratta Motor Inn (03) 5721 5488
                       - Advance Motel (03) 5721 9100
City Reach (03) 5721 8433

SAFETY DISCLAIMER & SALE DAY SAFETY:
The owners, employees & representatives of
Chateau accept no liability for any accidents that
may occur at the Chateau Sale. Although such
occurrence are rare, any persons attending the
Chateau Sale do so at their own risk while on the
property.



BULLS INFORMATION
HEALTH STATUS:
Chateau Limousin carries a “J-BAS 6” status 
and are free to travel to all states except W.A.
Bulls have been 7 in 1, Cydectin & Pesti Tested
Negative.

TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION:
Bulls can be transferred to new owners on request.

WARRANTY:
All lots are sold under the Limousin Assurance
Program.

DELIVERIES & TRANSPORT:
Deliveries will able to commence from 4pm onwards
on Sale Day.
Free delivery to major centres - Colac, Pakenham,
Hamilton, Bendigo & Wagga Wagga. Assistance to
other buyers will be considered if needed.

INSURANCE:
Purchase becomes buyers responsibility at the fall of
hammer. While all care will be taken by the vendor
we recommend that buyers insure their purchases.

INTERSTATE PURCHASERS:
The vendor agrees to hold any stock for interstate
purchasers until any necessary tests have been
completed.

POST SALE



IMPORTANT 
COVID-19 DETAILS

Our current plan is to conduct our sale in our tradition on 
property with an open cry auction with videos. The bulls will 
be on display in pens on sale day with the bull video playing 
while the lot is being auctioneered.

Due to the ever changing Coivd-19 restrictions we are unsure 
how things will look in March and also how quickly something 
can change. We will follow all government restrictions and 
directions given which may change the way things look sale 
day. We also have plans in place if the sale cannot physically 
take place. In this case that Victoria is in a lock down we will 
transition to an online platform. The videos of the bulls will 
be available online pre-sale via our Website & Facebook for 
either sale format. We do highly recommend if circumstances 
allow to pre arrange by an appointment to inspect the bulls 
so that you have seen them in person before sale day in 
case we are online.

If restrictions permit we will hold an additional on-farm
open day on Saturday 27th February 2021 between
10am-3pm. Please call Andrew on 0438 755 810 to confirm
attendance so that we can maintain social distancing
regulations.

We can also talk to you about your individual needs along 
with Michael Glasser from Ray White GTSM being available 
for any questions or recommendations.

We will endeavour to do everything possible to get as much 
information to you as needed so please don’t hesitate to 
contact us.

Please like us on our Website/Facebook to keep up to date 
for details about the sale and any changes.
www.chateaulimousins.com



1  CHATEAU QUANTONG (PF) 
Tattoo: JWMPQ2 Born: 16/02/2019 Grade: Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 95.57 

  TMF WESTWOOD 505W (HP*) (PN) (AA)  

SIRE: MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN) 

  MARYVALE DAY LILLY 8132D (P) (B) (PU)  
   

  DAY (PN) (AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU MINX (JWMFM78) (PF) 

  CHATEAU JANOLA (JWMFJ23) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-5.6 
74% 

+4.8 
71% 

+8 
43% 

+39 
66% 

+67 
65% 

+103 
72% 

+31 
55% 

Q2 is a moderate framed bull full of capacity, length and red 
meat. A bull to produce front paddock vealers or has the ability 
to take them on to heavy export weights. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

2  CHATEAU QUALITY MAN (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ20 Born: 01/03/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  ALEX (PU)  

SIRE: EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA) 

  BARBIE (PU)  
   

  FUNAMBULE (WINTERSHALL) (IMFFP1882) (PU) 

DAM: CHATEAU BRETELLE (JWMFB61) (PN) 

  CHATEAU WEALTH (JWMFW76) (PS) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-1.7 
59% 

+4.9 
63% 

0 
42% 

+30 
62% 

+44 
62% 

+63 
66% 

+40 
60% 

Q20 is one of the heaviest bulls in the sale. He is a bull to sire 
heavy high yielding calves for the domestic trade. A cow bull full 
of muscle expression weight and power. ET brother Lot 10 & ½ 
brother Lot 7. Quality Man’s maternal sisters have sold to $7,000 
at the National and Lord Patriot top seller at 3rd sale for $7,500 
Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



3  CHATEAU QUEENSCLIFF (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ22 Born: 01/03/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  TMF POLLED HARMONICA 777N (P) (PN)  

SIRE: TMF WHISKEY JACK 616W (IMCFE6049) (P) (PN) (AA) 

  HIGHLAND JADE 114J (P) (PF)  
   

  CHATEAU GENIUS (JWMFG30) (P) (PN) 

DAM: CHATEAU LUNA ECLIPSE (JWMFL68) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU HIGH FLYER (JWMFH50) (P) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-0.4 
73% 

+3.7 
69% 

+5 
50% 

+27 
66% 

+45 
63% 

+64 
63% 

+43 
56% 

Double Polled French Pure, Q22 is one of the heavy weights of 
the 2 year old bulls. Queenscliff is big barrelled, long bodied, big 
framed bull with a gentle nature and lots of performance with 
large scrotal. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

4  CHATEAU QUIRINDI (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ9 Born: 21/02/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY POLLED KANA (HP) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF) 

  CHATEAU KISS ME (PN) (AC)  
   

  CHATEAU JERICHO (JWMFJ28) (PF) 

DAM: CHATEAU LAKOTA GIRL (JWMFL72) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU JUST A GIRL (JWMFJ14) (P) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.1 
71% 

+3.9 
68% 

+8 
38% 

+31 
64% 

+46 
62% 

+69 
70% 

+39 
47% 

Quirindi is a Double Polled French Pure smooth soft skinned bull 
that is a long bodied attractive sire. Q9 is a softer muscled bull 
displaying good growth and a gentle nature. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



5  CHATEAU QUOTABLE (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ96 Born: 06/10/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T (IMUFC412)(HP*)(R) (PN)(AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU NICE VINTAGE (JWMFN14) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU FINE VINTAGE (JWMFF31) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-3.1 
46% 

+1.1 
64% 

+9 
41% 

+22 
62% 

+41 
63% 

+55 
60% 

+56 
50% 

Black, Double Polled heifer bull with some volume power and 
style. Long, smooth skin and some natural performance, his dam 
has had 3 full sisters feature in our National teams averaging 
$6,000. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

6  CHATEAU QUAKER (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ83 Born: 24/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  CHATEAU KING TUT (JWMFK32) (P) (PF) 

DAM: CHATEAU NAKED FLAME (JWMFN48) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU KOOL FLAME (JWMFK73) (P) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-4.0 
42% 

+1.0 
64% 

+9 
36% 

+22 
61% 

+40 
63% 

+58 
60% 

+49 
48% 

Quaker is an attractive Black, Double Polled bull with some 
substance behind him. A well-mannered bull with some depth 
throughout. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



7  CHATEAU QUICKSILVER Q 65 (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ65 Born: 09/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 95.08 

  IVY'S MARKSMAN HTZ 10Z (2P) (PF)  

SIRE: IVY'S BUBBA WATSON HTZ24B (IMCPK24) (HP*) (PN)(AA) 

  IVYS UNIQUE PERFECTION 3U (P) (B) (PF) 
   

  FUNAMBULE (WINTERSHALL) (IMFFP1882) (PU) 

DAM: CHATEAU BRETELLE (JWMFB61) (PN) 

  CHATEAU WEALTH (JWMFW76) (PS) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-3.2 
63% 

+0.8 
70% 

+5 
52% 

+20 
67% 

+28 
68% 

+35 
66% 

+39 
65% 

Quicksilver is a long bodied, long barrelled easy doing heifer bull 
that’s as soft as butter. ½ brothers Lot 2 & 10. Maternal brothers 
selling to a top of $7,500.  

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

8  CHATEAU QUICK DRAW (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ41 Born: 19/03/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY POLLED KANA (HP) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF) 

  CHATEAU KISS ME (PN) (AC)  
   

  SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T(IMUFC412)(HP*)(R)(PN)(AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU JUST EXCLUSIVE (JWMFJ37) (P) (PN) 

  CHATEAU WEALTH (JWMFW76) (PS) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-0.9 
72% 

+2.6 
68% 

+7 
44% 

+25 
65% 

+38 
63% 

+55 
70% 

+53 
51% 

Quickdraw is a double polled heavy muscled French Pure bull. A 
moderate framed high yielding bull to produce square shaped 
vealers. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

Our current plan is to conduct our sale in our tradition on 
property with an open cry auction with videos. The bulls will 
be on display in pens on sale day with the bull video playing 
while the lot is being auctioneered.

Due to the ever changing Coivd-19 restrictions we are unsure 
how things will look in March and also how quickly something 
can change. We will follow all government restrictions and 
directions given which may change the way things look sale 
day. We also have plans in place if the sale cannot physically 
take place. In this case that Victoria is in a lock down we will 
transition to an online platform. The videos of the bulls will 
be available online pre-sale via our Website & Facebook for 
either sale format. We do highly recommend if circumstances 
allow to pre arrange by an appointment to inspect the bulls 
so that you have seen them in person before sale day in 
case we are online.

If restrictions permit we will hold an additional on-farm
open day on Saturday 27th February 2021 between
10am-3pm. Please call Andrew on 0438 755 810 to confirm
attendance so that we can maintain social distancing
regulations.

We can also talk to you about your individual needs along 
with Michael Glasser from Ray White GTSM being available 
for any questions or recommendations.

We will endeavour to do everything possible to get as much 
information to you as needed so please don’t hesitate to 
contact us.

Please like us on our Website/Facebook to keep up to date 
for details about the sale and any changes.
www.chateaulimousins.com



9  CHATEAU QUARTERMASTER Q7 (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ7 Born: 20/02/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (P) (PN) (AC)  

SIRE: CHATEAU KUDOS  (JWMFK44) (S) (PN) 

  EAFF AMBER PEARL 419M (PU)  
   

  CHATEAU GENIUS (JWMFG30) (P) (PN) 

DAM: CHATEAU MADAME (JWMFM91) (PF) 

  CHATEAU FLIRT (JWMFF8 ) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-0.6 
71% 

+2.1 
70% 

+6 
39% 

+21 
66% 

+35 
66% 

+46 
72% 

+34 
54% 

A more traditional style moderate framed vealer bull. Q7 is ideal 
for cross bred cows. A “Kudos” son that was top price at 2nd 
Annual Sale to Pelican Rise Limousin for $7,000 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

10  CHATEAU QUALITY BOY (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ13 Born: 24/02/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  ALEX (PU)  

SIRE: EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA) 

  BARBIE (PU)  
   

  FUNAMBULE (WINTERSHALL) (IMFFP1882) (PU) 

DAM: CHATEAU BRETELLE (JWMFB61) (PN) 

  CHATEAU WEALTH (JWMFW76) (PS) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.0 
60% 

+4.0 
64% 

0 
42% 

+26 
59% 

+38 
59% 

+53 
59% 

+26 
60% 

A big muscled vealer with length width and power, ET brother to 
Lot 2 & ½ brother to Lot 7. Q20 is recommended for cows. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

 



11  CHATEAU QUOTIDIAN (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ86 Born: 26/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  MERIDEN POLL HEAVYDUTY (PKRFH70)(HP*)(PN)(AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU NATURAL LOOK (JWMFN11) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHAMPAGNE (JWMFC48) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.5 
46% 

+1.0 
64% 

+7 
40% 

+19 
62% 

+37 
63% 

+52 
60% 

+60 
49% 

Double Polled, Black heifer bull with a great nature. Clean 
sheathed and as long as a train and as soft as they come while 
still maintaining some shape. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

12  CHATEAU QUENTIN Q72 (P) (B) (PU)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ72 Born: 14/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  DAY (IMFFD44) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU NAIYA (JWMFN45) (PU) 

  CHATEAU FANTASIA (JWMFF15) (PU) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.6 
45% 

+3.2 
63% 

+5 
36% 

+25 
61% 

+44 
62% 

+64 
59 

+44 
49% 

Black and Polled Q72 is a youngster with a bit more power and 
natural muscle. Plenty of capacity, strong and wide across his 
back with a big butt.  

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



LOT 2

LOT 10



LOT 12

LOT 5



13  CHATEAU QUEENSLANDER (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ87 Born: 26/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  CHATEAU KUDOS  (JWMFK44) (S) (PN) 

DAM: CHATEAU NOVELTY GIRL (JWMFN28) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU KOOL GIRL (JWMFK52) (P) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.6 
45% 

+0.3 
64% 

+9 
36% 

+18 
61% 

+30 
63% 

+46 
59% 

+52 
48% 

Queenslander has a pedigree that has proven itself here with 
“Kudos” top seller in 2016 and an ET brother to Kool Girl selling 
for $6250 in the same sale. A Double Polled, low birthweight 
heifer bull not to be overlooked. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

14  CHATEAU QUESTOR (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ33 Born: 12/03/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  ALEX (PU)  

SIRE: EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA) 

  BARBIE (PU)  
   

  1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (IMCFW11) (P) (PN) (AC) 

DAM: CHATEAU KINDA GORGEOUS (JWMFK42) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHAMPAGNE (JWMFC48) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-3.3 
72% 

+4.6 
70% 

+3 
33% 

+32 
65% 

+53 
64% 

+79 
61% 

+38 
54% 

Polled French Pure bull with extra growth in a big frame with a 
loose skin and slick hair type to put some added shine to your 
calf crop. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



15  CHATEAU QUITE A BULL Q38 (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ38 Born: 16/03/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  TMF WHISKEY JACK 616W (P) (PN) (AA)  

SIRE: CHATEAU HENCHMAN (JWMFH54) (P) (PN) 

  CHATEAU WEALTH (JWMFW76) (PS)  
   

  OBIWAN (IMFFT2237) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU EVITA (JWMFE43) (PF) 

  CHATEAU BABE (JWMFB52) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-0.4 
73% 

+1.5 
69% 

+2 
45% 

+15 
69% 

+23 
64% 

+26 
71% 

+41 
52% 

A more traditional vealer bull. Q38 is a Dark, Polled, long bull. 
Sired by “Chateau Henchman” who sold for $10,000 at the 
National to Bogong View Limousins. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

16  CHATEAU QUARTER MILE (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ67 Born: 11/09/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  ALEX (PU)  

SIRE: EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA) 

  BARBIE (PU)  
   

  SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T (IMUFC412)(HP*)(R)(PN)(AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU MORNING DEW (JWMFM13) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU BRETELLE (JWMFB61) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-1.1 
72% 

+3.7 
68% 

+3 
34% 

+25 
64% 

+37 
65% 

+53 
63% 

+44 
54% 

Quite natured, Polled French Pure bull that’s as long as a train, 
deep in his hindquarter with a wide flat top that will grow into a 
big bull. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



17  CHATEAU QUATIROCENTO (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ64 Born: 09/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 92.51 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  CHATEAU KING TUT (JWMFK32) (P) (PF) 

DAM: CHATEAU NIGHTSHADE (JWMPN60) (P) (B) (PF) 

  CHATEAU KANDY OPAL (JWMPK103) (P) (B) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-4.9 
45% 

+0.2 
65% 

+10 
37% 

+22 
62% 

+40 
64% 

+56 
61% 

+34 
50% 

Quadtirocento is a Double Polled, Double Back bull with a bit 
more size and maturity. Displaying good muscle expression Q64 
would be suitable to use over heifers that need more stretch & 
shape. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

18  CHATEAU QUENNEL (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ71 Born: 14/09/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (P) (PN) (AC)  

SIRE: CHATEAU KUDOS  (JWMFK44) (S) (PN) 

  EAFF AMBER PEARL 419M (PU)  
   

  GHR POLLED AFTERSHOCK (IMCFJ5) (P) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU MOONSTRUCK (JWMFM9) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHANTAL (JWMFC31) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
+0.8 
73% 

+2.7 
69% 

+7 
40% 

+23 
66% 

+40 
67% 

+56 
66% 

+22 
%57 

A larger framed long heavy polled “Kudos” son out of a sister to 
“Chateau Musketeer” sire at Sharoy Park Limousins. A fleshy big 
volume bull soft muscled with extra weight for age. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



19  CHATEAU QUESTIONABLE (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ105 Born: 28/10/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  GHR POLLED AFTERSHOCK (P) (PN) (AA)  

SIRE: CHATEAU MARKSMAN (JWMFM28) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHANTAL (PN)  
   

  CHATEAU CHARBON (JWMFC33) (PN) 

DAM: MONTROSE GOLDEN GIRL (AJMFG20) (PF) 

  MONTROSE BAMBI (AJMFB3) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-1.7 
49% 

+2.0 
66% 

+7 
43% 

+19 
63% 

+31 
65% 

+43 
64% 

+37 
57% 

A loose skinned easy moving, soft patterned bull that would be ideal 
over British cows. Out of one of our most prolific bull breeders 
“G20” with 5 sons in studs selling to $8,500 as well as Junior 
Champion Female at the 2020 National selling to Brentvale 
Limousins (S.A). Questionable is defiantly a bull not to be missed. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

20  CHATEAU QUANDARY (P) (B) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMPQ75 Born: 16/09/2019  Grade: Pure 

BLACK POLLED %FB: 94.75 

  MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (P) (B) (PN)  

SIRE: CHATEAU NEXT LEVEL (JWMPN5) (P) (B) (PN) 

  KALUDABAH BLACK OPAL (HP*) (HB*) (PF)  
   

  MERIDEN POLL HEAVYDUTY (PKRFH70)(HP*)(PN)(AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU NATURAL BEAUTY (JWMFN23) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHAMPAGNE (JWMFC48) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-2.6 
46% 

+1.0 
64% 

+7 
40% 

+19 
61% 

+39 
63% 

+55 
60% 

+48 
50% 

Quandary is a Black, Double Polled bull out of a heifer. Q75 is a 
soft clean made finer boned bull that would be suitable for 
heifers. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



21  CHATEAU QUALIFY (HP*) (PN) (AC) 
Tattoo: JWMPQ97 Born: 13/10/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HOMO POLLED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (P) (PN) (AC)  

SIRE: CHATEAU MONTEZUMA M62 (JWMFM62) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU HONEY BEE (PN)  
   

  CF JIM DANDIE 216U (IMUFD216) (HP*) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: CHATEAU LOVESPELL (JWMFL12) (P) (PF) 

  MONTROSE CLOUD NINE (AJMFC9) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
+1.6 
71% 

+2.0 
64% 

+5 
39% 

+17 
57% 

+26 
55% 

+38 
57% 

-- 
-- 

Homozygous Polled French Pure Q97 is a long bodied quite 
natured M62 son who sold at the National to Rolma Limousins. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

 

22  CHATEAU QUANTITY BOY (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ62 Born: 06/09/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  ALEX (PU)  

SIRE: EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA) 

  BARBIE (PU)  
   

  IONESCO (IMFFN206) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: LONGREACH DAMASK (BCTFD15 ) (PF) 

  DONNA VALLEY PATIENCE (MCWFP198 ) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-3.3 
60% 

+4.3 
67% 

+4 
40% 

+31 
63% 

+49 
65% 

+64 
62% 

+37 
58% 

The oldest of the spring bulls with the most power, muscle and 
weight for age. A bull with width, volume and a big butt. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

 



23  CHATEAU QUID (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ106 Born: 31/10/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT HORNED %FB: 100 

  GHR POLLED AFTERSHOCK (P) (PN) (AA)  

SIRE: CHATEAU MARKSMAN (JWMFM28) (P) (PF) 

  CHATEAU CHANTAL (PN)  
   

  IONESCO (IMFFN206) (PN) (AA) 

DAM: LONGREACH DAMASK (BCTFD15 ) (PF) 

  DONNA VALLEY PATIENCE (MCWFP198 ) (PF) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-1.9 
52% 

+1.6 
67% 

+7 
47% 

+19 
64% 

+30 
66% 

+37 
64% 

+49 
56% 

Youngest bull in the sale raised on an 11 year old cow. Quid is a 
bull that should last for a day or two. A dark, long bodied strong 
spined son of M28 (Full brother to Musketeer sire at Sharoy Park 
Limousins. 

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 

24  CHATEAU QUIXOTE Q3 (P) (PF)  
Tattoo: JWMFQ3 Born: 18/02/2019  Grade: French Pure 

APRICOT POLLED %FB: 100 

  1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (P) (PN) (AC)  

SIRE: SVL POLLED EXCELLANT 201B (IMUFK201) (HP*) (PN) (AC) 

  SVL POLLED ELATION 039N (P) (PU)  
   

  CHATEAU GENIUS (JWMFG30) (P) (PN) 

DAM: CHATEAU LUNA GIRL (JWMFL75) (PF) 

  CHATEAU COVERGIRL (JWMFC8) (PN) 
 

January 2021 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN 
Gest. BWt Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt Doc 
-1.8 
72% 

+2.9 
70% 

+5 
43% 

+24 
65% 

+36 
65% 

+50 
71% 

+46 
52% 

Quixote is a Polled French Pure Bull who is large framed, slicked 
skin and would be suited to produced cattle aimed at heavy trade 
weights.  

Purchaser_______________________________ $____________ 



Thank-you for
your attendance and

support today

At the completion of the sale we ask all
successful purchasers to attend the office 
and inform us of your delivery instructions.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR
NEW PURCHASE

As our bulls run in mobs they are used to having
mates around and are never left in the yards by
themselves.
Upon arrival ensue that he has company (a steer
or cow) and plenty of food whilst he surveys his
new surroundings.
Be aware that this is a new environment to him
and will take a while to get use to both you and
your farm.

BUYER DELIVERY
INSTRUCTIONS



UNDERSTANDING EBVs
An Estimated Breeding Value (EBV) is an estimate of the 
genetic merit of that animal for each trait measured.
EBVs are provided for the following traits:
Gestation Length: ranks sires for the time between 
conception and the birth of a calf. Shorter gestation is 
indicated by negative EBVs and longer by positive EBVs.
Birth Weight: indicates the genetic potential for birth weight. 
Positive EBVs indicate higher birth weights and negative EBVs 
indicate lower birth weights of progeny.
Milk: a key component of fast growth to weaning is the dam's
maternal performance. A bull with a high milk EBV should 
produce daughters which milk well.
200, 400 & 600 Day Weight: give us an estimation of the
animal's genetic potential for growth.
Docility: is expressed as the increase or decrease in the
percentage of progeny that will be scored as docile (score 1 or 
2). Positive EBVs indicate a higher proportion of progeny that 
will be scored as docile and negative EBVs indicate a lower 
percentage of progeny being scored as docile.
Comparing EBVs: The EBVs for Limousins cannot be compared 
with EBVs for animal of other breeds. They should be 
compared with the current average EBV for the Limousin breed.

B.WtGest Milk 200 Wt 400 Wt 600 Wt Docility

-2.0 +1.6 +20 +34 +47+7 +41

Accuracies: Accuracies are presented with each EBV and give 
an indication of the amount of information that has been used 
in the calculation of that EBV. The higher the accuracy the 
lower the likelihood of change in the animal's EBV as more 
information is analysed for that animal and its relatives.
Disclaimer: The Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) contained 
within this sale catalogue were compiled by the Agricultural 
Business Research Ins tute (ABRI) from the data supplied by 
breeders. Neither the Australian Limousin Breeders' Society 
or ABRI oversee or audit the collection of this data.

AVERAGE EBVs for 2018 BORN LIMOUSIN CALVES



EXPLANATION OF SUFFIXES
HORN STATUS: (HP*) Homozygous Polled by DNA  test 
(which has an accuracy of 92%), (HP) Homozygous Polled 
by progeny test, (2P) Homozygous Polled by pedigree, 
(P) Polled, (S) Scurred.
COLOUR: (HB) DNA tested Homozygous Black, 
(2B) Homozygous Black by pedigree, 
(B) Black, (R) Red (not apricot).
PROTOPORPHYRIA STATUS: (PN) Proto Normal, (PF) Proto 
free by pedigree, (PC) the animal is a carrier of the abnormal 
gene for protoporphyria, (PS) Proto Suspect (parent of 
diseased animal), (PU) the animal has not been tested for 
protoporphyria or have parents which have been tested 
normal or are free by pedigree.
HOMOZYGOUS: Is the term where an animal has two copies 
of a par cular gene (tested or pedigree) for a trait (colour, 
polled). An example is Homozygous polled where by all 
progeny will be polled from that particular animal or 
Homozygous black where all progeny will be black.
F94L: (AA) 2 copies, (AC) 1 copy, (2A) 2 copies by pedigree, 
(CC) no copies.

As part of the Limousin Assured program, all bulls are sold as 
fertile and capable of natural service. The purchaser has the
right to a full refund of the purchase price of the bull
(excluding salvage value and any cost or expenses to the
purchases) within 12 months from sale date subject to
submittng a veterinarian report stating the bull is infertile or 
incapable of natural service. For a full details see
ww.limousin.com.au/Limousin%20Assurance%20Progra
m.html

LIMOUSIN ASSURANCE
PROGRAM



THE SCURRED GENE 
IN CATTLE

Some polled cattle have scurs. Scurs are incompletely 
developed horns that are generally attached only to the 
skin. They range in size from tiny scab-like growths to 
large protrusions almost as large as horns.
Therefore, polled cattle can be smooth-polled or
scurred-polled (polled but expressing scurs). Many
breeders have the mistaken idea that scurs represent 
an error in transmittng the horned characteristic. That's 
not the case.
Scurred cattle should be classified as polled since they 
do have a polled gene. Only polled animals can
express the scurred trait.

CATALOGUE DISCLAIMER
While all care has been taken in compiling this
catalogue however responsibility lies with prospective 
purchasers to determine its accuracy.
Chateau Limousins reserves the right to retain 1/4
semen share for any lots offered for sale for in herd
use only, with no further call on the bull. Collection to 
occur prior to deliver at vendors expense.
We reserve the right to make adjustment to sale
order, subsitute sale lots which will be notified to
bidders via supplementary sheet on sale day
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FROM MELBOURNE ON HUME FREEWAY
Travel towards Wangaratta (bypassing all 4
Wangaratta Exits) from last exit travel 5km & turn
right to Carragarmungee(on Carrarargunee Estate
Road) travel 8km, turn left onto Wangaratta-
Eldorado Road, first property on the right.

FROM ALBURY ON HUME FREEWAY
Travel towards Wangaratta, travel past Springhurst.
Turn left to Carragarmungee (on Carrarargunee
Estate Road) travel 8km, turn left onto Wangaratta-
Eldorado Road, first property on the right.

(Same venue as this years Beef Week Open Day)
1090 Wangaratta-Eldorado Road,

LONDRIGAN  VIC   3678

GETTING TO CHATEAU
LIMOUSINS



NOTES



LOT 8

LOT 11
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